It has not been a simple matter to obtain a sound extension of the classical J 2 flow theory of plasticity that incorporates a dependence on plastic strain gradients and that is capable of capturing size-dependent behaviour of metals at the micron scale. Two classes of basic extensions of classical J 2 theory have been proposed: one with increments in higher order stresses related to increments of strain gradients and the other characterized by the higher order stresses themselves expressed in terms of increments of strain gradients. The theories proposed by Muhlhaus and Aifantis in 1991 and Fleck and Hutchinson in 2001 are in the first class, and, as formulated, these do not always satisfy thermodynamic requirements on plastic dissipation. On the other hand, theories of the second class proposed by Gudmundson in 2004 and Gurtin and Anand in 2009 have the physical deficiency that the higher order stress quantities can change discontinuously for bodies subject to arbitrarily small load changes. The present paper lays out this background to the quest for a sound phenomenological extension of the rateindependent J 2 flow theory of plasticity to include a dependence on gradients of plastic strain. A modification of the Fleck-Hutchinson formulation that ensures its thermodynamic integrity is presented and contrasted with a comparable formulation of the second class where in the higher order stresses are expressed in terms of the plastic strain rate. Both versions are constructed to reduce to the classical J 2 flow theory of plasticity when the gradients can be neglected and to coincide with the simpler and more readily formulated J 2 deformation theory of gradient plasticity for deformation histories characterized by proportional straining.
Introduction
A wide array of micron scale experiments have revealed strong size-dependent strengthening associated with plastic deformations involving gradients of strain. In parallel, a large theoretical literature has appeared seeking to encapsulate strain gradient effects into a theory of micron scale plasticity. Some of theory has been conducted within the context of a single crystal framework, but, equally, there has been interest in developing simple phenomenological extensions of the classical J 2 flow theory of plasticity. Indeed, many of the relevant experiments have been conducted on small grained polycrystalline materials, and most of the attempts to correlate theory with these experiments have been made using phenomenological isotropic theories. It is now generally accepted that these theories must be higher order, not only by incorporation strain gradients but also in having higher order stresses that are work conjugate to the strain gradients. Such theories open up the possibility of modelling extra boundary conditions outside the scope of conventional theory. An insightful critical overview of the status of these theories as of 2004 was given by Gudmundson [1] .
One of the most widely used phenomenological extensions of rate-independent J 2 theory is that of Fleck and Hutchinson [2] which has features in common with an earlier version proposed by Muhlhaus and Aifantis [3] . The simplest version introduces only a single new material length parameter. Moreover, the form of the theory lends itself nicely to numerical implementation. However, Gudmundson [1] and Gurtin and Anand [4] noted that there exist strain histories for which this theory, as formulated, does meet thermodynamic restrictions related to the requirement of nonnegative plastic dissipation-clearly unacceptable for a basic theory. A second class of basic phenomenological theories free of this thermodynamic deficiency was proposed by Gudmundson [1] and Gurtin and Anand [5] . These authors circumvented the dissipation problem by expressing the higher order stresses in terms of the increments of plastic strain and its gradient. An unintended consequence of this new formulation has been highlighted by the work of Fleck and Willis [6], who formulated variational principles for incremental boundary value problems based on this class of theories. The expression of higher order stresses in terms of increments of strain and strain gradients leads to the possibility of discontinuous temporal changes in the higher order stresses. Specifically, a change in the direction of loading on a body will generally give rise to finite changes in the higher order stresses within the body, i.e., finite stress changes due to infinitesimal loading changes. While the current understanding of the connection between higher order stresses and dislocation distributions is incomplete, finite changes in stress due to infinitesimal changes in strains are not likely to be acceptable from a physical point of view. Thus, as will be argued later in this paper, it is likely that this second class of theories will need to be modified in some manner to rectify this physical deficiency.
In Sect. 3, a relatively simple modification of the theory of Fleck and Hutchinson [2] is proposed to correct the thermodynamic deficiency noted above. Section 4 presents and discusses the corresponding generalization of J 2 flow theory for the second class of theories. This paper limits attention to the simplest extensions of J 2 plasticity, in part, because of the ubiquitous role that classical J 2 theory plays in describing bulk plasticity of solids and, in part, to expose in the clearest possible manner the issues that arise in creating the extensions. The issues are not confined to the phenomenological theories. They arise as well in the continuum formulations of single crystal plasticity that depend on gradients of plastic slip.
The objectives in generalizing the J 2 theory are as follows:
(1) To construct a phenomenological isotropic theory of plasticity that incorporates a dependence on the gradients of plastic strain in a simple meaningful manner and that reduces to the classical J 2 flow theory in the limit the gradients are sufficiently small.
(2) To have as inputs the isotropic moduli, Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν, the uniaxial tensile relation between stress and plastic strain σ 0 (ε p ), and one or more material length parameters , characterizing the gradient dependence. The tensile relation σ 0 (ε p ), is arbitrary but monotonically increasing representing a hardening solid.
(3) To coincide with the J 2 deformation theory with the same inputs for proportional straining based on the reasoning given in Sect. 2.
Similar objectives have been pursued in formulating lower order strain gradient plasticity theories that employ only the Cauchy stress by Acharya and Bassani [7], Chen and Wang [8], and Huang et al. [9] .
Strain gradient version of J deformation theory
Deformation, or total, theories of plasticity are a special class of path-independent nonlinear elasticity theories, while flow theories are incremental and inherently path-dependent. Classical J 2 deformation theory and J 2 flow theory are linked by the fact that they coincide when the deformation involves proportional straining, given that both theories have been fit to the same tensile stress-strain data. Here, following Fleck and Hutchinson [2, 10], a strain gradient version of deformation theory will be introduced at the start. It will be used as a template for the flow theory in the sense that the flow theory will be constructed to coincide with the deformation theory for proportional straining histories. Deformation theory can be used to play this fundamental role, as it does in conventional plasticity theory, because for proportional straining histories the material can be modelled as being nonlinear elastic. The clarity provided by that framework can be brought to bear on the incorporation of strain gradient effects.
The theories in this paper will be restricted to small strain, rate-independent behaviour. As noted above, the material inputs are the isotropic elastic properties, the uniaxial relation σ 0 (ε p ), and, in this paper, a single material length parameter . The length parameter is the only parameter not present in the classical theory. For all these theories, u i is the displacement vector, ε i j = (u i, j + u j,i )/2 is the strain, ε i j is its deviator, σ i j is the symmetric Cauchy stress, s i j is its deviator, and the effective stress is σ e = 3s i j s i j /2. Throughout, m i j = 3s i j /(2σ e ) is a dimensionless deviator tensor codirectional with the deviator stress.
For the deformation theory, the "plastic strain" is given by ε p i j = ε p m i j where ε p is the magnitude, ε p = 2ε p i j ε p i j /3. The Cauchy stress is given by
with ε e i j as the deviator of the "elastic strain" ε e i j and with μ = E/[2(1 + ν)], λ = E/[3(1 − 2ν)] and δ i j as the Kronecker delta. In the simplest strain gradient deformation theory of plasticity of the various versions considered in Ref.
[2], the spatial gradient, ε p,i , is used as the measure of the plastic strain gradients. A gradient enhanced effective plastic strain, E p = ε 2 p + 2 ε p,i ε p,i
is introduced to capture the combined effect of the plastic strain and strain gradients with ensuring dimensional consistency. The strain energy density of the solid is taken to be U(ε e i j , ε p , ε p,i ) = με e i j ε e i j + 1 2 λε e2 kk + U p (E p ),
where U p (E p ) is defined in terms of the tensile stress-plastic strain curve of the material by U p (E p ) = E p 0 σ 0 (ε p )dε p .
The replacement of ε p by E p in U p (ε p ) above reveals the essence of the role of the plastic strain gradient in this phe-
